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Second Semester

CSE/IT
UNIX SHELL PROGRAMMING

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:60

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory. 6X2=12M

Answer One Question from each Unit. 4X12=48 M

1. a) What is input redirection and output redirection in shell

b) What are grep, egrep and fgrep commands?

c) What are the functions of shell?

d) What are kill and raise functions?

e) What are process identifiers?

f) What are truncate and ftruncate functions?

UNIT-I
2. a) Explain security file permissions in detail.

b) Explain control structures in awk.

(OR)
3. a) Explain various backup utility commands with their syntax and example.

b) Explain the use of the following commands in Unix.

i)  grep ii)  Umask iii)  Write iv)  rlogin.

UNIT-II
4. a) Write a shell script to print given number in reverse order.

b) Distinguish between local and environmental variables with examples.

(OR)
5. a) Write a shell script to print numbers as 5,4,3,2,1 using while loop.

b) What is a shell? List and explain shell responsibilities.

UNIT-III
6. Explain various miscellaneous file management system calls.

(OR)
7. a) Describe in detail the types of locks available for locking a file.

b) Write a program that accepts two small number (<50) as arguments and sums the

two in a child process. The sum should be returned by the child to the parent as its

exit status and the parent should print the sum.

P.T.O

1



UNIT-IV
8. a) What is the role of the following in signal generation:

i) pause and ii) alarm system calls.

b) What is a semaphore? Explain the operations supported by it.

(OR)
9. a) Explain the role of accept system call in socket programming.

b) What is a pipe? Write a program to create a pipe between a parent and its child to

send the data between them through pipe.
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Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 6X2=12 M
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1. a) Give syntax and purpose of dump.

b) What does the command grep “A*” do.

c) If a directory has the permissions 777 and a file in it has the permissions 000,

write the security implications from this?

d) Positional parameters.

e) Zombie process

f) Purpose of Semaphore.

UNIT-I

2. a) What does multiuser and multitasking mean? Explain.

b) Explain the features of Vi editor.

(OR)

3. a) Explain file security in Unix.

b) What would be the effect of the following commands:

i)  uname-r ii)  rm x.c iii)  pwd iv)  mkdir xyz.

UNIT-II

4. a) Write a shell script to display the processes in the system five times every 30

seconds using: i. while loop   ii. for loop.

b) Write a C program to search for the word ‘exam’ in a given file, using Command

line arguments.

P.T.O

1



(OR)

5. a) Write a shell script which gets executed the moment the user logs in. It should

display the message “good morning/good afternoon/good evening” depending

upon the time at which the user logs in.

b) Explain about here documents with an example.

UNIT-III

6. a) What is the difference between symlink and ulink? Explain.

b) Explain the following file management calls: chmod (), dup(), ioctl() with suitable

syntax and examples.

(OR)

7. a) Distinguish between user defined variable and predefined variable. Give examples

for each.

b) Explain the following process management calls: chdir (), wait (), exec() with

suitable syntax and examples.

UNIT-IV

8. Explain the concept of IPC between two processes on a single system. Give Example.

(OR)

9. a) Explain Byte- Ordering, address format and address lookup in Sockets?

b) Write a program to illustrate the vfork function call.
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1. a) Show the octal representation of the permissions r w - r- x- - x?

b) Shell variables

c) Purpose of rep, wall utilities

d) Purpose of grep,

e) What are the advantages of file expression?

f) Purpose of ftruncate()

g) How to suspend a process.

UNIT-I

2. “Operating system like UNIX provide services both for programs and users”. Justify this

statement with suitable examples.

(OR)

3. a) Explain the different approach taken by diff command to display file differences.

b) How to remove duplicate lines from a file using sort?

c) How to count the number of ordinary files in home directory tree?

UNIT-II

4. a) Write a script that, given a filename as the argument, deletes all even lines (lines

2,4,6.....) in the files.

b) Define shell and explain functions of shell

(OR)

5. a) Write a script that changes the name of files passed as arguments to lowercase.

b) Differentiate background process and foreground process with suitable examples.

Give suitable example for each. P.T.O
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UNIT-III

6. Write about different Unix locking techniques and their advantages.

(OR)

7. Explain the following file management system calls with suitable syntax and example:

i)  read ()  ii)  Write ()  iii)   Iseek ()   iv)  getdents  ()

UNIT-IV

8. a) Write about various kinds of Sockets options?

b) Explain the concept of protecting critical code and chaining interrupt handlers.

(OR)

9. Write the syntax of following functions. Explain each argument.

a)   Kill b)  raise c)  alarm d)  exit.
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1. a) Features of unix

b) du and df utilities

c) Meta character

d) Kernel

e) Nice ()

f) Deadlock

g) Signal

UNIT-I
2. Write the purpose and syntax of following system calls

a) chmod b) chown c) find d) cut

(OR)
3. What are the different networking utilities supported by Unix and explain the purpose of

finger, telnet and rlogin with suitable syntax and examples.

UNIT-II
4. a) Write a shell script which gets executed the moment the user logs in. It should

diplay the message “good morning/good afternoon/good evening” depending

upon the time at which the user logs in.

b) Explain about different conditional expressions available in Bourne shell.

(OR)
5. a) Write a shell script which receives two filenames as arguments. It should check

whether the two file’s contents are same or not. If they are same then second file

should be deleted. Use ‘cmp’ command o compare files.

b) Write a brief on kernel and file system.

UNIT-III
6. a) Write a brief on thread and give the differences between wait and waitpid system

calls.

b) Explain the concept of file locking and deadlock. P.T.O
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(OR)
7. Explain different regular file management system calls illustrating their purpose.

UNIT-IV
8. a) Define Inter Process Communication? Explain IPC between two processes on

different systems.

b) Write a brief on process groups and control terminals.

(OR)
9. a) What is a pipe? Using pipe, how IPC can be implemented.

b) Explain with a suitable example how  protect critical code.
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1. a) Purpose of ‘arp’

b) Accessing individual fields in awk

c) Define shell

d) Purpose of dup() and dup2() system calls

e) Region lock

f) Importance and purpose of shared memory

g) Named pipes?

UNIT-I
2. a) Explain the Unix architecture.

b) What are the different control structures that are supported in awk? Explain with

proper syntax.

(OR)
3. a) What is the purpose of grep command? Explain the various options available with

the grep command with an example.

b) Write a brief on field separators in awk.

UNIT-II
4. a) Explain the functions of shell and give a brief on meta characters, pipes exploring

their purpose.

b) Explain about different conditional expressions available in Bourne shell.

(OR)
5. a) Write a shell script which receives two filenames as arguments. It should check

whether the two file’s contents are same or not. If they are same then second file

should be deleted. Use ‘cmp’ command to compare files.

b) Explain about the usage of multiple commands on the shell command line with

example.

P.T.O
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UNIT-III
6. Explain the read(), write(),open(), close() functions with syntax and write a example

program to explain the purpose of each.

(OR)
7. a) Explain in detail about the requirement of file locking mechanism and different

approaches for it.

b) Explain fcntl() function and its purpose

UNIT-IV
8. Explain how to control a shared-memory segment and how to attach and detach a shared

memeory segment.

(OR)
9. a) Explain in detail about file locking with semaphores.

b) Give a brief on Process groups and control terminals.
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